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Grade ten / Module 3/ Unit seven / 3
rd

 Period 

/ Expected set book questions 2017 

Unit 7 

 

1- In your point of view, why is it necessary to develop new ways to provide energy? 

       Because natural resources are finite and may run out. 

 

2- What are the disadvantages of fossil fuel or crude oil? 

       Fossil fuels are finite, pollute the air, damage the environment and cause global warming. 

 

3- In your opinion, what are the advantages of wave power? 

      The advantages of wave power; they are invisible, renewable and they can provide energy 

       for the whole planet. 

 

4- What are the disadvantages of wave power? 

       Wave power could be a danger to fish, a danger to ships and they are expensive.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

5- We can diminish the amount of oil we use in our cars or reduce the road congestion by: 

       Sharing cars with others, replacing big cars with smaller ones and using the public transport 

 

Module 3 /Unit 8. 

 

1- In future, doctors may be able to cure diseases by: …….. 

     What are the changes in the medical field by science in the future? 

       Doctors will be able to use Gold-coated nanoshells for curing cancers and micro-robots for  

        repairing damaged organs. 

2- There will be many things that we can enjoy in the smart future. Mention two; 

      We will be able to enjoy using the intelligent refrigerators that will be able to order the  

      goods from the nearest online supermarket, also the smart roads and flying cars that will  

      end the problem of the traffic jam. 

  

3- How do you think our future connection will be in the future? 

      Our mobiles will be able to pay and draw money, also our active contact lenses will display      

      our e-mails and internet web-pages, these are two of the ways of our future connections. 

 

4- Modern technology or new inventions have advantages and disadvantages.                            

    State some of them. 

      There are many advantages for them as they save our time and efforts, they make the world  

       seem smaller and make our life easier and more comfortable.  

      There are also some   
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      disadvantages as they cause obesity, pollution and lead to sedentary life style.  There will 

be smart roads where cars are driven automatically to avoid accidents. 

 

5- How will mobiles be like in the future? They will be smart, much smaller and more 

sophisticated.  

 

6- Bio-fuel helps future cars in many ways. How? Or Why is bio-fuel preferable to petrol as a 

fuel source. Engine technology is an important invention. Discuss. 

a- Helping to conserve petrol         b- helping in reducing pollution   c- saving the environment. 

 

7- In your point of view, how will very small robots help doctors? 

They will be able to travel through the human body and repair damaged organs. 

 

8- Which future invention do you think is the most useful? Why? 

I think gold- coated nano shells, as they could find cancer tumour and destroy it. 

 

9- Robomate is an amazing and a necessity invention for every house nowadays. Explain. 

a- It can do the housework.    b- It can translate between languages c- It can remind you with  

    important dates. 

 

Module 3 / Unit 9   ( Money ) 

1- What are the qualities of a good bank manager? 

     A good bank manager should have good communication skills, a university degree, honesty, 

trustworthy and leadership qualities..    

 

2-''Money is not an end in itself, but a means for greater values.'' State your case giving reasons. 

     If it is earned, invested and spent carefully, it will reward the individuals, their families and    

     societies. 

 

3- Money makes the world goes round. Discuss. 

  People start businesses to make money and they give jobs to others who make money in return   

 

4- What did people use to barter with in the past? 

      People used to barter with animals, shells, tobacco, corn and leather.  

 

5- Why is money important in our modern life? 

     Money is very important for shopping, traveling and other aspects of life.  

 

6- Money has become too much dangerous. Explain. / Money is the root of all evils. Explain. / 

money can be a double edged weapon. How? 

      Money spurs criminal behaviour and it can lead to wars between countries.  
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VOCABULARY 

From a, b, c and d choose the correct answer; 

1- You should .....................some doctors before the surgery. 

       a- draw                    b- innovate                         c- consult                        d- spoil 

 

2- We should .......................the use of energy at homes to save our natural recourses. 

       a- last                      b- diminish                         c- procure                        d- squander 

 

3- Squandering fossil fuels can ........................the environment . 

       a- spoil                    b- last                                  c- resolve                          d- procure 

 

4- The experts will ..........................more new ways of communication in the future. 

       a- squander             b- spoil                                c- innovate                        d- last 

 

5- We 'll leave this area because of the .............................of its streets . 

       a- congestion          b- government                      c- crude oil                        d-appliance 

 

6- My father bought some new electric .......................for our new house. 

       a- obstacles             b- fossil fuels                       c- appliances                    d- shocks  

 

7- It seems such a/an ...........................to throw good food away. 

       a- nano-shell         b- tumor                              c- polymer                      d- waste 

 

8- The manager has ................................ a new programme of financial reform. 

       a- instigated             b- lasted                         c- spoiled                        d- trespassed  

 

9- Despite the large number of .........................along the road we managed to come on time. 

       a- contact-lenses       b- fractional distillations    c- obstacles                    d- wastes 

 

10- My father was late to work yesterday because of his car's sudden ..............................   . 

       a- reputation              b- motoring                         c- satnav                        d-breakdown 

 

11- Our football team has a /an ......................number of chances to win the cup. 

       a- sophisticated         b- hazardous                        c- finite                          d- legible  

 

12- My brother Khalid has a small project as he prefers .......................work. 

       a- self-employed       b- irreversible                      c- terminal                      d- obedient 

 

13- Our class will be .........................decorated for the term-ending party. 

       a- entirely                  b- dangerously                     c- foolishly                     d- weekly             

         

14- The manager will ..........................new measures to develop the project. 

       a- generate                b- trespass                             c- instigate                       d- spoil 
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15- You should ................................your mobile phone battery to continue using.  

       a- gross                   b- invest                                  c- innovate                         d- recharge 

 

16- Could you ........................me about the birthday party on Friday? 

       a- last                    b- draw                                        c- spur                            d- inform 

 

17- The information is ............................electronically to the central computer. 

     a- transmitted         b- consulted                              c- resolved                       d- plagued      

 

18- Good and honest people never ........................others' rights but always conserve them. 

       a- procure             b- register                                c- trespass                        d- instigate 

 

19- In old ages people used to ..........................to do business as there was no money. 

       a- barter               b- overtake                             c-unlock                            d-recharge 

 

20- Students should ..............................their time in a good way especially before exams. 

       a- steam                 b- simulate                         c- invest                            d- squander 

 

21- It is one of the most ...........................movies all the time, it has been screened everywhere. 

       a- grossing             b- spoiling                          c- diminishing                 d- drawing    

 

22- Our teachers always ......................us to do our best to achieve success. 

       a- transmit              b- resemble                         c- spur                           d- barter 

 

23- It is important to stamp good ......................by good relations and manners. 

       a- spot                    b- software                        c- wearer                          d-reputation                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                            

24- He showed me the exact............................where he had hidden the treasure. 

       a- software             b- reputation                      c- accounting                    d- spot 

 

25- My uncle and his  wife had a celebration of their 15
th

 marriage  ........................ 

       a- shipping             b- transaction                     c- anniversary                   d- success   

 

26- The .......................of our project is very encouraging. My friend supports me with money. 

       a- tax                      b- management                  c- insurance                       d- economics 

 

27- Mr. Badr took a bank ....................to buy a new house. 

       a- loan                    b- heart-rate                      c- investment                     d- wearer 

 

 

28- We have arranged the .....................of our furniture to Egypt. 

       a- torso                   b- generosity                    c- shipping                         d- spot 

 

29- Ali treated all his guests with ....................and dignity. 
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       a- confidentiality    b- software                       c- generosity                      d- investment 

30- The old painting was sold for 10.000 KD at the London ............................ 

       a- profit                   b- management                 c- login                             d-auction 

 

31- All the letters will be treated with ...................... . 

       a- confidentiality    b- transaction                     c- shipping                       d- reputation 

 

Fill inbthe spaces with words from the list  

invest – obedient – finite – complimentary – recently – profit –  

 

32- Fortunately, we won ......................... for the Entertainment City. 

 

33- It is better to ............................your time carefully especially before exams. 

 

34- Until .....................they were living in Salmiya. I remembered their address well. 

 

35- We should be ...........................persons for our parents and teachers as well. 

 

36- Our project succeeded and we gained a lot of ........................which made us so happy. 

 

B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list; 
 

patient – success – actually – accounting – torso – legible 

 

37-Hard working is a must to achieve ...........................in all fields of life. 

 

38- I can read this letter as it was written in a very neat and ........................handwriting. 

 

39- A good bank manager should study management and .............................  . 

 

40- The  knight was so clever and ............................ while he was training the horse for the race. 

 

41- There are lots  of people there who want .........................to help you        

  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 

 

Grammar ( Units 7,8 and 9 ) 

A) Correct the underlined mistakes:  

1. If I felt thirsty, I drink many water.  

 a. ………………………    b. ……………………… 
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2.  If the winds not stop blowing, trees will falls down.  

 a. ………………………    b. ……………………… 

3.  If people use their cars more often, the roads would be much crowded. 

 a. ………………………    b. ……………………… 

4.  If the motorist   be  more careful, he could have avoided the accident easy .            

 a. ………………………    b. ……………………… 

5- Oh no! It's broken. I wish I don't touch it  with your bare hands. 

                       a-  …………………………… b-…………………. 

6- I was late by school yesterday. I wish I woke up   early. 

                       a- ……………………………  b-…………………. 

7- My friend speaks Italian. I wish I speak Italian like them. 

                       a-  …………………………… b-…………………. 

8- My car is smallest.  I wish I have .a bigger one. 

                       a- ……………………………  b-…………………. 

9- That poor man is in trouble. I wish I can help her. 

     a-  …………………………… b-…………………. 

10-.  I wish you call earlier yesterday. I go shopping yesterday before you called me.  

                       a-  …………………………… b-…………………. 

11- We think that money spur criminal behaviour and lead to war.            

 a. ……………………………………………………………               b. …………………………………………………………… 

   12-   They said that we would come if they can 

.....................................                       ……………………………… 
 

13-    Hamad said that I have won a prize for English this year.  

…………………..        …………………..             ………………….. 

14- She told me that It took me  20 years to make my fortune.     

………………………………             ……………………………… 
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         B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

 

1- You …………………….......…….stop when the traffic light is red. 

 

    a- should                           b-must                     c- would                   d- could 

 

2- He should ……………….……………   carefully in snowstorms. 

 

       a-driven                          b- drive                    c– driving                d- drives 

3- They would ………………….……………………………………   the situation if they worked harder. 

 

       a-change                         b- changed               c– changes               d- changing 

                                     

4-If I…………… to Leipzig, I'll visit the zoo. 

a- go                     b- went                   c- goes                   d- going 

5-If it ……………, we'd be in the garden. 

a- doesn’t rain         b- didn’t rain           c- hadn’t rained         d- rained. 

6-We ………………. TV tonight if Peter hadn't bought the theatre tickets. 

a- will watch       b- would watch          c- would have watched           d- wouldn’t have watched 

7-If I ………………. a millionaire, I would be in Beverly Hills. 

a- were                b- had been           c-  am               d-  have been 

8--You ……………………. energy if you switched off the lights more often. 

a- will save                 saved                        c- would have saved             d- would save 

Check
10-. These drinks are complimentary. You ………………………..…….. pay for them. 

        a. had to                b. must                        c. don’t have to                  d. have to 
 

11-. You ………………………………..…….. be more careful with your money.  

          a. mustn’t              b. must                c. don’t have to                  d. shouldn’t       
 

12. You ………………………………..…… drive someone’s car without asking them first. 

          a. should                b. mustn’t                  c. must                                d. have to 

 
 

13- You ………………………………..…….. See the doctor. You look terrible. 

          a. don’t have to                b. must                      c. shouldn’t                         d. mustn’t 

14-. You ………………………………..…….. go to work tomorrow – you’re on holiday. 

          a. must                   b. have to                   c. don’t have to                  d. had to 
 

15-. You ………………………………..…….. eat in the school library. It’s completely forbidden. 

          a. must                   b. should                    c. mustn’t                           d. have to             

16-1. …………………………………………… he arrives, we will have some lunch. 

      a. Although           b. As soon as             c. Even though                d. So long as 
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17- He gave me a call ……………………he came back home. 

      d. even though                              a. when                  b. although                c. though                                  

18- He decides to go on a diet………………… he isn’t fat. 

a- But                          b- although                       c- because                     d- due to 

19- Mr. Ahmed had to postpone today’s lesson till tomorrow………….most of the students 

were absent. 

a- due to the fact that     b- because of             c- inspite of the fact that              d- because 

 

Suggested topics for writing compositions G. 10 

 

1-Without oil, the world would be a very different place. Write a report of about 12 sentences 

discussing the advantages and the disadvantages of fossil fuel, why we should look for new 

sources of energy as well. 

 

 

 

 

2- Modern inventions as well as modern technology have affected our life dramatically. 

Write a report of 12 lines discussing the advantages and the disadvantages of modern 

technology, how it helps doctors in the field of medicine. 

 

 

 

3- Money is not an end in itself, but a means to higher values. Write a report of about 12 lines 

mentioning how money can be a double- edged weapon. 


